TASSTA is a provider of POC (push to talk over cellular) services which allow for full cloud or locally hosted solutions. The solution can work as a standalone POC service or be fully integrated with your own PMR radio solution (Motorola, HYTERA and DAMM) through TASSTA bridge.

**T.bridge**
The T.bridge is the TASSTA bridge to PMR networks. It is a professional middleware solution to integrate TASSTA with any professional mobile radio network. It is professional supplementary part of any T.Rodon command and control center solution.

**MCPTT - Mission Critical Push-To-Talk**
MCX TASSTA solution is applicable primarily to mission critical services using LTE access. Certain MC service functions such as dispatch and administrative functions could also be supported via non-3GPP access networks.

**Available features:**
- PTT
- MCPTT
- Task Management
- Messaging
- Data & File Exchange
- E2E Encryption
- Map Tools
- Indoor Localization
- Lone Worker Protection
- Remote Control
- Event Journal
- Local History

**TASSTA Industries**
Modern communication technologies like TASSTA have a profound impact on a variety of business processes and help to improve the quality and efficiency of communication and lower the costs. The use of advanced TASSTA communication solution can give an organization a competitive advantage. In addition, TASSTA might be an essential element in the strategic plan of many organizations. TASSTA Solutions are ideal for industries such as:
- Agriculture
- Airports
- Building & Construction
- Couriers & Express Services
- Fire Brigades & Emergency Services
- Event Management
- Healthcare
- Hotel, Campus & Shopping Centers
- Logistics
- Navigation, Freight & Ports
- Public Transport
- Public or Private Security Companies
- Governmental Organizations
- Taxi Services

For design, support and pricing please contact Danimex at sales@danimex.com